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INTRODUCTION
Insurance distributors and marketers face an endless stream of business pressures. From ever-changing products, to aggressive competition, to day-to-day
business activities, it can be very difficult to achieve and sustain profitability.

Then there’s the problem that all businesses face, regardless of industry – losing
vision amid the chaos. It is easy for businesses to lose their vision and their momentum because they are so “close” to their work that they forget to put themselves in the shoes of their customers. As a result, businesses lose “perspective” on
what really makes their offerings unique and attractive to their producers.
The fact is that the average producer relies on three to five BGAs for services.
This means that agents pick and choose which organization they like for different services. It also means that somewhere along the way, your competition,
maybe yourself included, lost producers because of a “perceived” lack in meeting expectations. It happens to all of us. And there is tremendous competition
out there.

However, in today’s rapidly aging producer market, you can ill afford to lose producers. In fact, there has never been a bigger push for e-mail recruitment marketing. We know because we provide tens of thousands of producer leads every
month to BGAs, and some of our best clients, the ones that recruit hundreds of
leads every month, often take steps that go beyond your average distributor. How
have they done it?
For the most part, they stick to the “right” path and avoid the “SEVEN
SECRETS” of successful recruitment.

We invite you to see how some of today’s most successful agencies generate producer leads the right way by helping you avoid doing it the wrong way.

©2013 InsuranceNewsNet.com, Inc. All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the express written
consent of InsuranceNewsNet.
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Secret of Successful Recruiting

HAVE A UNIQUE
IDENTITY

Get ready for the two most important
recruiting questions you’ll ever need to
answer.
Who are you? Who do you serve?
Now that’s revolutionary thinking, right?
In truth, most companies don’t really know
who they are, or who they have become in
the eyes of their producers. They are really
unsure of how to reach the right producer.
In this day and age, insurance producers
are bombarded by messaging from competing BGAs. What makes one producer pick
you over your competitor? Is it the color
of your logo? Because everybody says they
have the best service and quality. The real
problem is that most BGAs are offering the
same product and similar service.
The fact is that competitive differentiation
is sorely lacking in the insurance wholesaler
environment. Many of today’s wholesalers
have become product pushers instead of relationship builders. You may or may not fall
into this category, but there is no doubt that
a prevalent lack of competitive differentiation exists in the industry. In this environment, with much of the marketing stemming from the carriers, it is easier to fail to
plan your marketing communication.
What makes you different? You need to
avoid the “ME-TOO” marketing of today at
all cost and find your unique identity.

Does anything about your business stand
out from the rest? Have you received
feedback over the years from producers?
What are they saying about you? Sometimes
distributors enjoy more volume with carriers
but suffer from a lack of personalized service. Or, you might be known for excellence
in underwriting, but you suffer in another
area. The fact is that your strength needs to
be expressed as part of your “positioning.”
Positioning is where you fit into the bigger
market picture alongside your competitors.

WHAT IS YOUR #1 STRENGTH AS AN
ORGANIZATION?
How is your company and its brand perceived? It’s a lot different than you think.

Here’s a shocker: talk to at least 10 producers across different product lines and different
production levels. Thirty would be better. In
fact, a survey to all of your best and worst

A life insurance wholesaler specializing
in impaired risk underwriting, might say
something like, “We are the leading independent wholesaler of life insurance,” but
that’s all about them, not about their customer. Plus it doesn’t hit on their specialty.
And, being #1 doesn’t really help a company
for a number of reasons. More importantly,
this theoretical impaired risk specialist has
discovered after years of business that producers love their business because of their
impaired risk solutions.
Thus, a better positioning would be “The
producer’s first choice for impaired risk solutions.” This positioning implies “ leadership”
and “ loyalty.” It speaks to the producer’s
need, and is not self-inflated.
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would be a good idea. By learning what they
think of your business, you will learn what
your position truly is. You may be shocked.
If your positioning statement is the platform for your brand, then your Unique Selling Proposition (USP) is how you differentiate your services from everybody else. Every
good advertisement has a strong USP for its
promoted product. For example, which do
you think works better:
“Increase Your Commissions by $20,000 in
60 days or I Will Give You $5,000”

recruit producers, the ad would be a general
description of services and special incentive
plans. This is NOT a unique identity.
It is easier for smaller boutiques to display
this sort of uniqueness across the board.
One customer of ours offers high-limit DI to
athletes, doctors, and celebrities. Now that’s
a niche.
If you don’t cater to celebrities, that’s fine.
But what kind of market do you cater to?
Pick a market, build your position around
that market and tell producers, “We are your
choice when it comes to this market.”

The second one generated exponentially
ATTRACT THE IDEAL PRODUCER
more leads because it uses what’s called a
What product lines are they selling and
USP. Here’s the trick: sometimes you just
how do you increase your mindshare with
need to promote a product, and in doing so,
existing and prospective producers? It is
of course, you will experience some leads.
important to get a good handle on your ideal
But is your goal just to get sales from that
customers. Not every producer is a fit for
one product or to create long-term loyalty
your company or the specific campaign you
with a larger number of quality producers?
are running. Plus, not all of them are worth
In the case above, these ads are real ads and
the trouble.
the second one produced thousands of leads.
First, define who your ideal producer
Then, once the BGA’s recruiters got the prois and what would appeal to them most.
ducer on the phone, they could work them
You need to remember to target each lead
into the system and
differently. For
send them followexample, partA USP must say the following:
up offers with the
time producers
information about
“Buy this product, and you will get
need to be treated
specific products.
differently than
this specific benefit.” At the heart
A solid USP
someone who is
of the USP is the transaction. Your
enables you to
earning $250,000
captivate your readin commissions
goal is to get producers to choose
ers and, along with
per year. In these
you over others, so the USP has to
a strong call-tocases, you may
be easy to understand, clear and
action, gets them
even put a better
to respond. Make
marketer on those
offer high value.
sure that the USP
accounts.
is in your headline!
Or, if you are
Marketing research shows that 80 percent of promoting an annuity coaching program you
the value of an ad is in its headline.
should speak differently to a $5 million anImportantly, don’t get conceited about
nuity producer than you would to a $50,000
your brand. We have seen several distribuper year producer. Recognize the extent to
tors and marketing organizations confiwhich you can leverage your own competidently believe that they were unique but
tive strengths for the benefit of a successful
when asked to send us an advertisement to
producer.
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Identify your best and most profitable
producers through a phone call or a Web
survey tool. Your goal is to uncover their
concerns, their issues, and how you can, or
have helped them overcome those problems
with your firm’s unique solutions.
Build a healthy, robust database of your
customers and market to them differently.
This is where datamining is so important.
Research shows that “many companies
earn 150 percent or more of their profits
from a third of a customer base, break even
on the middle third and run significant
losses on the bottom third.” (Mercer Management Journal).
Identify your ideal customers and improve
your bottom line by doing the following:

• Cut off the bottom tier of non-producers
– redirect your money and efforts to profitable producers – the types of producers
that match your goals.
• Migrate moderately profitable customers into a higher tier of profit – find less
costly ways to acquire and support these
producers so that they give you more in
return for the service you provide.

• Retain top-tier producers and stretch
them to become even more profitable – however you can do it, treat these
producers like kings and they will return
the favor.

Ultimately, by properly identifying your ideal
customers up front will enable you to open
the doors to better retention and loyalty.
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USE YOUR WEB SITE AS
A RECRUITING TOOL

2014 is upon us, yet there is a plethora of
BGA Web sites that haven’t been updated
or redesigned in months, if not years. Worse
yet, most Web sites are not optimized to
generate more producer leads, generate more
business and service producers effectively.
It is sometimes amazing how the most
powerful and effective communication tool
is being underutilized and literally ignored
by some BGAs. Perhaps it is the misconception that programmers or junior marketers
(because they really “get” the Web) are the
best ones to plan your online strategy, but
the fact is, the people running the business
need to chart the course (just let someone
else implement).
In order to best start charting, it is important to analyze what is the purpose of your
Web site. To make things easier, let’s start
with the basics for insurance distributors
and marketers: Recruit, Train and Retain.
RECRUIT
What happens when a prospective producer
comes to your site now? Are they presented
with a glorified brochure with your contact
info and basic product info? Your home page
should be a gateway of opportunity (for the
visitor and you). Tell your story and pitch
multiple products, services, reports, or your
greatest sales system. Track what works,
what doesn’t, and always test to keep your
messages fresh.
Most BGAs tend to have little in-depth
knowledge on what message works the best
on their home page, because there is little or
no testing and/or Web site tracking done.
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So ask yourself: are you capturing contact
information in multiple ways? Make sure
that your site is utilizing all or most of the
following:
• Newsletters/Product Updates – The
most effective ongoing marketing happens to those that ask and want you
to send them your message. Creating multiple types and frequencies of
newsletters can double your marketing
opportunities.
• Product/Info Requests – Have a new
report or sales strategy? Give it away in
exchange for their contact info and generate new producer leads (and newsletter
recipients).
• Live Webinars or Teleseminars – Promote your latest webinar prominently
on your site, make sure that it provides
true value and isn’t just an infomercial.
Chances are they won’t sign up again if
your information isn’t valuable.
• Special Access Request – Don’t give
away all of your best information to
strangers. Make visitors request additional access online. You can give instant
access to some info and restrict access to
all of your “secrets” once they contract.

Market to your list as frequently as your
audience will allow and never stop building your email database through external
sources if you intend to grow.
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ters should be sent to all contracted producers no less than one time per month.
Segment data to include company update
blasts and be sure that your producers are
aware of any interest or product changes as
soon as possible.
Make sure your site contains the RIGHT
information that they want when they need
it. Providing the wrong forms or information can cost sales and destroy your relationship with a producer. Make sure that your
information is as accurate as possible and is
always kept up to date.
Communicate electronically on a personal
basis to your database. Personalized mail
merges and automated follow-up emails
make your entire organization look great
and keep producers happy.
When is the last time you surveyed
your producers to see how you are doing?
Warning, the results may shock you! Data
collected from surveys will help you better
serve your producRETAIN
ers and provide
“Providing the wrong forms or
Retention is one
you invaluable
information can cost sales and
of the biggest
insight into your
challenges faced
own strengths
destroy your relationship with a
by BGAs - what
and weaknesses.
producer. Make sure that your inis your Web site
Online surveys are
doing to help retain
formation is as accurate as possible
cheap and easy to
and support agents?
deploy.
and is always kept up to date.”
Producers have
With endless
become accustomed
options for your
to self-service for forms and basic product
Web site, newsletters and emails, it is easy
information. Web site accuracy and timely
to forget the true purpose of your online
business communication are keys to retainand electronic marketing efforts. Keep your
ing producers.
overall strategy simple, chart the course and
Regular (and informative) email newsletset sail.
TRAIN
One of the biggest complaints that producers have is lack of training. There aren’t too
many independent carriers these days that
actually give much in the form of ongoing and advanced training, so the burden is
placed on the distributor and marketer.
It is no secret that seminar training and
onsite training is expensive, but with the
advancements of webinars, video and other
technologies it is easier than ever to provide
valuable information to tens or hundreds of
your producers at their leisure – 24/7.
It’s also critical to offer training beyond
providing product access. This enables
you to increase your value with producers
through basic and advanced sales training, compliance and practice management
information. Use your existing relationships
with speakers, vendors, carriers and associations to provide you with interview content,
articles, webinars and more.
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REINVENT YOURSELF

When you’ve been in the business for 20
or more years, it’s easy to lose focus and
become comfortable with who you are. This
is no reflection on your personal character.
It’s just a fact of business. Getting stuck in a
rut is a normal occurrence, especially in an
industry where there is a significant lack of
differentiation (most products performing
the same function and most competitors offering the same services). When it comes to
recruiting, the failure to reinvent yourself is
a deadly problem.
But don’t worry! Innovation, internal
branding and customer conversation can
help break you out of that mold and get you
back on track to recruiting producers with a
new fervor.
IMPORTANCE OF INNOVATION
There’s a threat to your business and it’s
called “inertia.” Essentially no program or
activity of your company will be effective
in the long run – without modification and
redesign. As all-time management guru Peter Drucker states, “Businessmen are just as
sentimental about yesterday as bureaucrats.”
The response of your market (producers) and the fact of profitability help to
determine if your methods and results have
become obsolete. And often, the reason
stems from organizational laziness. There is
hope in innovation.
Managing for the future is a critical
activity for you and your business. Seeing
the future as if it has already happened is a
strategic vision that can help you prepare.
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This sort of innovative process is a starting
point for your success in 2013 and beyond.
What will the next five months look like?
Where are your opportunities? What do you
need to prepare for? Forward thinking will
force you out of the routine, and honestly,
with the economy shambling along, it’s an
absolute necessity.
Innovation is a concept that is sort of
foreign to the BGAs. When distribution
changed 25 years ago, that forced the industry to reinvent itself. The emergence of the
Web forced another wave of innovation and
we suggest that during tough times, even
in a recession, it is still possible to innovate.
For example:
• W hat do you offer producers that goes
above and beyond just the latest product?
• Have you maximized your online opportunities?

• Have you ignited a fire under your recruiters with creative sales ideas that you’ve
improved upon from carrier fliers and
brochures?

Your team brings a level of expertise that
can meet the producer where he or she is and
give them the added education they desire.
In the wholesaling industry, the opportunity
for online education is an area of innovation.
• Have you offered an online forum of
knowledge for producers?

• Have you created a powerful e-newsletter
that allows your prospective producer to
click on a link that brings them to a user-
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friendly Web page that puts them in live
touch with one of your sales reps?

The second way to reinvent yourself is
through quality, marketing-focused customer conversation. Every six months, reach
out to your producers with a comprehensive
but easy-to-read survey that asks producers
about their opinions of your service – but
even more important ask them this question:
“How would you describe our company in
one or two words? What comes to mind
(your
when you think
company name here)?”

2) Desktop branding cards that include five to
seven key messages like “Deliver responsive service with refreshing expertise”

3) E
 -signatures with your positioning tagline or company branding statement

4) V
 oicemails with a new message every
week, all reflecting your internal brand
initiative
5) B
 randing “teams” with different, fun
names, helping foster communication
between departments

6) I nternal branding brochures and lunch
room collateral

The importance of this research is that your
7) B
 rand-themed sales competitions
organization can quickly identify the reality
behind where you need to reinvent your ser8) I nternal customer service appreciation
vices. By simply talking with your customers
between employees (small, branded
and asking their honsticky pads that say
est opinion you can
thank you “name of
“Your company is not brick
radically transform
employee”)
your business for the
and mortar… it’s the flesh
Innovation, customer
better.
and blood of your recruiters,
conversation and
After determininternal branding are
as well as other employees.”
ing where you can
three areas that can
improve, or which new
help prevent BGAs
direction your comfrom getting lazy when it seems like nothpany should take, the fun part begins. It’s
ing’s changed in a long time. Your company
time to get the staff involved with your reis not brick and mortar, it’s the flesh and
vised vision for the company. This typically
blood of your recruiters, as well as other
happens through the process of internal
employees. But keeping the excitement level
branding. Internal branding takes your new
high for your recruiters, and making sure to
direction and then executes it tactically in
invite their feedback during the process, is a
various marketing activities such as:
surefire way to keep yourself from being lazy
1) P
 ull-up banners and hanging brand stateat recruiting quality producers.
ments to get salespeople fired up
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TRAIN YOUR STAFF ON
HOW TO SELL

One of the biggest challenges faced by today’s wholesalers is providing quality sales training to internal
recruiters. How do you constantly create value for
them so that they can ensure exceptional producer
recruitment?
If you facilitate or oversee sales teams and their
training and coaching, here are two questions
for you…
1) W hat are you dragging into your training
house that doesn’t belong there?
2) W
 hat are you leaving out that absolutely
needs to be added?
I just completed designing an 18-page white
paper on Sales Training Excellence for the
American Society for Training and Development (ASTD). An analytical tool has also
been created to accompany this product. It is
for corporate sales executives to preview the
quality of the three critical areas that make (or
break) potent sales training. This CAT scan
Diagnostic Tool will be available in January.
But here for the first time, even before the
ASTD launch, is an outline of those three
elements.
CAT refers to Content, Architecture & the
Trainer.
CONTENT
There are at least four dozen items you can
add to a sales training program. These KSAs
(Knowledge, Skills & Attributes) could
include a complete spectrum of learning from
lead generation tactics to questioning skills
to closing language. Your first step in designing or redesigning your training program is to
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survey managers and reps to identify the most
critical areas that will increase sales.
That being said, it has been my experience
that the top three concerns you need to address
(in terms of training content) with your selling
pros are the following:
1) Stop chasing poor prospective producers. too many of us spend too much time
pursuing people who aren’t returning phone
calls and e-mails. Learning to quickly turn
your back on bad business is huge in terms
of saving time, money, energy and time (not
a typo, just twice as valuable). To deal with
this issue, you would build into your training
a strategy to identify your perfect producer.
This is the animal you hunt and you’ll relentlessly reject anyone that isn’t the right fit.
Stick to your ideal producer.
2) R
 ealize something you learned long ago
about sales calls is wrong. Remember
someone telling you that “You MUST
CONTROL the call!” Sorry, but you can’t
control anyone (ask a parent with teenagers). However you can TAKE CHARGE
of the call. What’s the difference? Taking
charge means you’ll set the rules for your
dialogue with the prospect at the beginning
of your meeting. This is a powerful and neglected strategy based on a highly successful
practice from psychological counseling.
And isn’t a counselor in the same business
that we are to create change? Our job is to
get buyers to change their current vendors,
the products they use, the way they solve
problems, to change their minds. This is the
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single hardest habit to put into practice for
sales reps.
3) Recognize that features and benefits don’t
work as well as they used to. But that’s
okay. Because we have evidence that 40
percent of the U.S. population is motivated
by benefits while an equal amount are
motivated by addressing problems in their
personal or work lives. This means you want
your selling pros to have two separate approaches to speaking with buyers. The key is
to ask a question that helps identify which
buyer is which.
These are the top three content pieces I teach or
build into a redesign of a sales training experience. When you finalize an analysis of your
most critical content, you’ll be ready to move to
the design phase of your training. So let’s look
at the next part of the CAT: Architecture.
ARCHITECTURE
One of the problems with training is that it’s
too often designed based on our influence
growing up under teachers and preachers. So,
lecture tends to be the default mechanism for
showing sales reps how to do things that will
increase their income and improve company
revenue. A dynamic, interactive experience
helps learning stick in their brains and changes
their behavior. I’ve seen some sad proof of
this problem. I recently reviewed a major association’s sales training program. They ran
regional meetings to generate revenue and the
training manual was a workbook filled with
Vietnam-era drawings. “Selling is war. It’s
them or us,” were a couple of the themes. Now
there’s no way your training is this bad. But
make sure your content is newer than 19651975. This takes some work to reconstruct your
workbooks and how the training experience is
dynamically managed.
Finally, let’s look at the final piece of the
CAT: Trainer.
TRAINER
Notice the two prior references to the sales
training experience? An experience means the

facilitator or training is part of the show. And
the better the show, the deeper the learning.
Too many trainers engage in lecture and bore
the sales reps out of their mind and drive the
learning moments out of their heads. I once sat
in on a sales training session with 40 reps. The
woman “facilitating” sat reading from an open
workbook, while identical pages showed up on
a video screen. She was boring and confusing.
Confusing because does the rep read his or her
workbook, listen or watch the screen? Today’s
top trainer is an entertaining, often funny,
mostly wise resource for the team. And all this
can be learned. You just have to direct your
trainers to be the best at what they do, while
they’re trying to help your team be their best.
Simply put, we as sales executives and training professionals are in the “Before & After”
business. If there is not a distinct difference
between our attendees’ performance prior to,
then post-training, we have failed. The time
you invest here in analyzing your sales training
program as well as your trainers’ skills can lead
your organization to succeed at a level beyond
past performance and past expectations.
Now you’ve been educated about some of
the basic elements in a potent sales training
program. There is no better time to do something about what you’ve learned and contact
Dan for help.

© 2009 Dan Seidman

Dan Seidman is a World Master’s athlete with
two gold medals playing on the U.S. basketball
team. He is an award-winning sales training
expert and developer of the CAT scan Diagnostic
Tool to analyze a company’s sales training effectiveness. This tool has been created for ASTD (The
American Society for Training & Development)
and identifies three areas that form the foundation of GREAT sales training. Dan Seidman is
recognized as “One of the Top 12 Sales Coaches
in America.” His business humor book, Sales
Autopsy, was a #1 best-seller. Dan’s sales training experience was a finalist in Selling Power
Magazine’s Sales Excellence Awards. He teaches
practices and language strategies that distinguish
world class sales pros from others who sell. Contact
him at dan@salesautopsy.com or 1-847-359-7860.
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DON’T LET
OPPORTUNITIES FALL
THROUGH THE CRACKS

Your ultimate goal in this business is to turn
strangers into friends, friends into contracted
producers, and contracted producers into highpremium producers.
But it takes a lot of work, including being
relentless with your follow-up procedures, fulfillment and relationship building. It’s too easy
these days to let automation build customer
relationships. The smaller organizations with
real people answering the phones have it right.
The companies that answer new leads immediately give themselves a remarkably better
chance to recruit and retain that producer.
The fact is, good communication is core
to every successful relationship. Especially if
you want it to become a long-term successful
partnership. What is more, today’s producers
are going to several outlets for their marketing and product needs. Anything you do that
shows them that you don’t care, will only serve
to push them to your competition.
INTENTIONAL FOLLOW-UP
Good follow-up helps to seal relationships. It
is proof that you care. More so, it says, “I want
to earn your business.” What is the secret to
effective follow-up?
1) Don’t Wait. Remember that your target producers are also prospects of your
competition. In terms of follow-up, stick to
it persistently. After spending the money
on programs to recruit producers, you can’t
afford to wait. When you get a lead in, you
need to call that person as soon as humanly
possible – you know that when they fill out
that form, they are sitting by the phone, so
go get them.
12

2) G
 et information on the way to the producer. Producers will easily and quickly
forget what they signed up for online or
heard via telemarketing and this is why
follow-up may be the most important aspect
of communicating successfully. Remember
to communicate with producers how they
want to be communicated with.
3) Put on your headset and start dialing the
phone. This is not cold calling. These are
producers who expressed an interest in your
products or services through the e-mail
blast or Web banner or direct mailer you
sent today or yesterday. But this is the most
important part: your team must be prepared
to call them, give them the information you
promised in your marketing piece and then
draw them in for business.
4) Take action on e-mail. Remember that
producers need your help – your sales
training, your contracts, your back-office
support, and more. So to ensure a great
recruiting effort, make sure to respond to
leads immediately, within two hours or so.
You never know if that one producer will be
the ONE to generate millions in premium.
The most efficient method of following up is
through a systemized e-mail auto-responder. This works if you have their e-mails in
your database. These automatic responding
programs can e-mail your producer list with
personalized e-mails on a specified schedule
starting with the date of sign-up. This initial
and rapid contact is essential to securing
solid, contracted producers. Contacting in
such rapid fashion demonstrates a vested
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interest in each and every client with this
rapid response, while also streamlining the
process with automation.

a friendly, detail-focused fanatic of your
client. Make sure you know the strengths
and weaknesses of your own sales approach
and those of your team, and match up the
right people with the right producers (when
that’s warranted). Be honest, and encourage
a culture of honesty in your company. If you
come off fake, your producers will know it.
Don’t lose credibility, but try and build it. Be
confident and comfortable with who you are
and who your team is. Don’t forget Socrates’
famous saying, “know thyself.”

FULFILLMENT
It is imperative to categorize your leads when
they come in, distribute them immediately internally and then prepare for fulfilling requests.
For example, in your email campaign did you
promise a free giveaway or more information on your upcoming training? Make sure
that when you respond within two hours of a
producer contacting you, you provide exactly
2) E
 nhance your customer service. Do you
what they expect in your response. Make sure
have
a dedicated point person for resolvthat before your campaign goes live, that your
ing customer problems quickly? How about
internal marketers know exactly what they are
online sales or case management assistance?
supposed to be saying and doing with these
Learn to add value and become distinct by
new leads. First impressions are critical.
offering superior customer
Be proactive through regular case management and un“A proactive organization service. Producers often
make choices based on the
derwriting updates, sales and
is a credible one that
perceived “customer experimarketing tips in your weekly
attracts business.”
ence.” This is a huge area
e-newsletter and webinars
to evaluate. Sometimes we
that provide invaluable ideas
think
we
are
doing
well, when in fact there
and product information which your existing and
are some real systemic issues. After you work
prospective producers can attend. Many BGAs
a case with a producer, make sure to finish
lose business because of service issues, and many
it with good follow-up – like a great golf
of these losses could have been avoided if proper
swing. Offer top-flight customer service on
fulfillment strategies had been put into place.
every transaction and you will build repeat
Every outbound communication should have your
business.
marketing message on it.
A proactive organization is a credible one
3) Go to them. It’s important to do a “roadthat attracts business. Too many times, we are
show” from time to time. Go beyond stancaught in the headlights of reactive marketdard sales calls with your best producers
ing, and fail to take advantage of marketing
and invite them to a special get together, or
opportunities.
fly out and visit them personally. Put aside
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
There are many ways to build long-term
relationships with your customers – customer
loyalty programs is one of the most popular
tools that distributors and marketers use in
fact. But sometimes you simply need to go beyond “widget thinking” and establish a unique
loyalty from your best producers. Here are
three techniques that can help:
1) Be authentic. As the principal, or as the
leader of your marketing team, be yourself. Learn to leverage your strengths as

the off-the-shelf marketing tools every once
in awhile and get back to the days of “taking care” of your guys. In this digital world,
it’s easy to rely on technology, phone conferencing, web conferencing, etc. In order
to build relationships with top producers,
go to them. When was the last time you
spent hours, or even a full day, with your
best agent? Yes, it can seem difficult to consider, but regardless of your business (not
just insurance) – providers should always
keep the personal touch as a driving force
in the relationship building process.
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DON’T BE STINGY

There’s no doubt it’s important to limit our
spending during a tough economy. But can
you afford to simply cut it off when you
need to generate new producer contracts?
Smart financial decisions are necessary,
and that often requires limiting marketing expenses. However, this can lead to a
dangerous trap for marketers – not spending enough on recruiting. Despite market
volatility, we need to stick to our guns and
overcome risk aversion, because by excessively cutting down on our recruiting efforts, and the channels used to accomplish
those efforts, you may hurt your business
for years to come.
NOT SPENDING ENOUGH CAN LEAD TO
LOST MOMENTUM
By sticking to your recruiting plan, and not
cutting back excessively on your spending
during a troubled economy, you will prevent
the most dangerous threat to your position
in the producer market: Losing momentum.
It is easy to say to ourselves that times
are tough and we just can’t spend any more
money. In response, we turn up the volume
on our evaluation of ROI, but to cut excessively, to fail at the Sixth Secret of Successful Recruiting, is a huge mistake. Once you
remove yourself from the BGA picture, it
becomes extremely difficult to regain your
competitive position.
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Here’s what can happen:

1) Y
 ou take measures to reduce your
advertising.

2) Y
 ou begin to experience “lead attrition,” hence calls and leads begin to
diminish.
3) U
 ltimately, you will need to reduce
your staff.

4) As
 a result, since marketing is the
lifeblood of superstar recruiters, you cut
yourself off from maintaining results,
and lose critical momentum.

On the flip side, removing poor performers
can be a wise move. A big mistake is to hold
onto “loyal” employees that underperform.
They might be stuck at a low-bar level, and
nobody knows it.
Have you surrounded yourself with sales
superstars?
NOT SPENDING ENOUGH CAN LIMIT YOUR
OPPORTUNITIES
While everybody else thinks they need to
buckle down on their advertising spending,
you can seize market share and outshine
your competitors. When you compete
against fewer advertisers it’s easier to win.
At this time, which is NOW, there can be
more eyes on you.
With more eyes on you, you will experience more leads, more contracts and in the
end, more premium. This means that if your
competitors don’t spend enough to maintain
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their advertising position, they voluntarily
remove themselves from your path.
NOT SPENDING ENOUGH CAN STUNT
YOUR GROWTH
With more and more producers retiring, or
hopping over to your competitors, BGAs are
losing 30 percent of their field force every
year. You need “to grow to stay the same,”
and in that environment, not spending
enough can be deadly. You have to continue
to contract with new producers to maintain,
let alone grow your production. Here are
some things you can do to manage your
spending:

• If your ads are not working, it might not be
the medium, but the message. Don’t give
up on spending before evaluating whether
your advertisement has a strong Unique

Selling Proposition (USP). See the #1
Secret of Successful Recruiting, Lacking A
Unique Identity, for more information.
• Make sure to use a good marketing tracking system – by placing a code on the
bottom of every magazine ad, for example,
your recruiters can easily identify where
the lead is coming from. As a real testimonial, one of our advertisers, a large
BGA in the industry, uses a code on its ads
in InsuranceNewsNet Magazine. When
evaluating the success of their marketing,
this BGA was able to run a simple report
that showed the majority of his annuity
ads were getting leads from a particular ad.
This is because his recruiters were making
sure to ask how the producer had heard of
them and from what source.
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DON’T NEGLECT
THE MEDIA

Don’t neglect the invaluable resource of the
media for getting your message out. BGAs
can gain incredible credibility getting their
articles published in magazines and using
press releases to solidify their knowledge and
expertise with their current and prospective
producers.
The reason PR adds such credibility is that
it is not paid advertisement. Producers will
view your articles and press releases and see
you as a thought leader, someone they can
trust. Using PR in this way can be a powerful
boost for your marketing efforts. Marketing
studies have consistently shown through the
years that PR is four times more powerful
than advertising.
In terms of getting your message heard
by your audience, media neglect is a littlethought about secret of recruiting. Essentially, you have the expertise the media need.
And the media have the platform for you to
get your message heard. By building a strong
relationship with the media, especially industry trade journals that are targeting producers, you can experience a tremendous number
of leads, without even paying for it.
In one example, we had an author who
wrote an article for InsuranceNewsNet
Magazine and experienced 300 producer
leads simply by putting her contact information within her bio at the end of the article.
Think about when you read a particularly
pithy quote or bit of information from an
industry source in a news article. Your esteem
for that person or organization probably went
up a notch or maybe it established someone’s
16

brand in your mind. That’s powerful stuff.
And it’s because you read it in a publication
you value. That’s exposure you can’t buy – and
it’s free!
Well, actually, free is not completely accurate. You bought it with your years of training
and experience. You have insights that writers
and publishers want for their readers. You are
a resource.
TAKE CARE OF YOUR MEDIA CONNECTIONS
You can approach industry publications in a
couple of ways. One is to present yourself as
an expert. You accomplish this by sending the
editor an introductory e-mail or letter listing
your bona fides. If you have been quoted in
an article or have written one that was published, that’s gold. Send those as attachments.
(But just a couple.)
You can follow up with a phone call. But
make it brief. Editors tend to have a lot going
on and can invest only so much time. If there
is a connection, you might get a call back
when your issue pops up.
Now here’s the next important step: Be
available and prompt. A reporter and editor
are usually working under a tight deadline so
if you don’t get right back to them they will
not bother with you in the future.
In an interview, be professional and do
not say anything you would not want to see
in print with your name on it – even “off the
record.” Keep your answers tight and don’t try
to be too cagey in responses. If a reporter has
to guess at your meaning, you can bet your
intention will be mangled.Follow up with an
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e-mail thanking them for their interest. The
purpose here is to make sure they get your
name, company name and your title right.
Another way to get your message into the
media is as an author. If you can write at least
800-1,000 words on a subject, you are an authority. You can do this with an introductory
e-mail with your story ideas and your bona
fides. Again, any publications you can attach
will be helpful.
The key here is to know what you are talking about. Be 100% accurate and say it in as
clear language as possible. Your credibility will
increase with your readers and your industry.
Meet your editor’s guidelines. Do it in the
word count and by their deadline. Work with
them on revisions. A good publication will
edit your work. Do these things and that
publication will be coming back to you again
and again. And so will your producers.
USING PR FOR MARKETING PURPOSES
One great way to get your name in front of
prospective producers is through “reprint
marketing.” This is when you publish an
article and then have reprints of the article
reproduced and distributed to your producers. The results can be impressive – producers
once again have the chance to experience

your expertise and may find your article topic
intriguing. In one real case, one of our authors wrote an article on premium financing
for annuities and ended up receiving dozens
and dozens of calls from his article!
As you prepare for 2014 you should set up
a PR plan as a component of your marketing
plan. A PR plan typically does the following:

1) Sets PR and communication goals for
the year, using top-level messaging. For
example, establish the vision, purpose and
key service areas you want to generate buzz
about.
2) I dentifies target publications to contact
with press releases about your company,
as well as stories you would like to get
published.

3) P
 lan editorial topics for your company
based on the expertise of your staff (for
example if you have an advanced sales
expert, be sure he is writing articles on
advanced life topics and have your communication coordinator submitting them
to be published.)

Don’t neglect the media, embrace it! Especially as your budget tightens, the insurance
media are your best friend.
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DON’T WASTE MONEY
ON RECRUITING

For more information on successfully recruiting producers,
please contact our sales staff:
Voice:
Email:

8 66.707.6786 ext. 2
sales@insurancenewsnet.com

For editorial information, please contact us at:
Voice:
Email:

8 66.707.6786 ext. 4
editor@insurancenewsnet.com

Corporate Address:

355 N. 21st Street
Suite 211
Camp Hill, PA 17011
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are you

?

EMAIL MARKETING

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING

PUBLIC RELATIONS OPPORTUNITIES
BRANDING STRATEGY
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Recruit more.

More producers. More premium. More profit.

355 N. 21st Street, Suite 211
Camp Hill, PA 17011
866.707.6786

www.insurancenewsnet.com

